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I
SATOM1IC 2WEFJONS AND GROUND COMBAT:

Search for Organization and Doctrine

It is now more than eight years since the atonic blasts at
!Hiroshima-• and N3aggasaki annoumnced an impendingE revolution inwa

methods. It was clear from the start that this was no ordinary

4 developzent. Unlike earlier weapons which required years of

41 development even after they appeared, the ato.-ic bomb, as Captain

SCyril Falls observed, was a virtually "complete" weapon when it

arrived. The U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey suggested almost

izediately that the context in which all forces would bee employed
in an atomic war required "radical changesn in equipment. traiig

and tactics. Writing four years later, Yajor General Jams M. Gavin

used almost the same language saying that "if an HI-bomb is developed

and A-bombs be-come available for tactical employment, we should

realize now that this wil radically revolutionize land warfare."

in the autum, of 1951, Gordon Dean of the Atomic Energy Co~ission

pointed out that "our fundamental concepts of what atomic warfare is

S and what it might mean to us rast uniergo revolutionary change.0ISeaking, before the Assembly of the United Nations on December 8. 1953,

President Eisenhower said that "the United States stockpile of atomic

weapons, Vnich, of course, increases daily, exceeds by mny times the



explos~ive equivalent of the total of all the b-ombs and all the shells

that came from every plane and every gun, in every -theater of war

through all the years of World W~ar UI." He added that "in size and

variety t-he developmennt ofl atomic weapons '.-as been no less remrarkable.n

For better or for viorse t~he Air Force developed a weapons

sy-stem and doctrine for the employr.en.t of :atomic weapons in strateiC-C

ar war in the period after 19145. This was no .7-ystery and ilts 7ros

and cons werre debated with. consuicuous fz-an'rness in the B-36 andte

M~acArthur h-earings. Wie have hIad no such.- detLailed revelation of the

reaction of the ground for-ce3 zo the 9revolution" which. seemed to

have been pending in its org1.-anization., equipmeent,, anad doctrine, since

10, 45 a

Th711is does not mean to im-ply th-at the Defense Departmanntu has been

slow to concern itself uith the Drcl,lIems rf atonic -4eapons and

ground warfare. We have abundant grounMds for aZasurance thcat it has

been about isbu~siness with promp~itness a~nd energy. The results of

its wor]k are not alwa-_Vs visible to the riublic * for it is not. inl the

national interest that all as-;_ýcts of o-1-,r.-eapons systems and

stratcegies be discussed in miclassified -nublicationcz. But there is

an area in the field of doctr-ine and or~ranization in -Which no 2 Mun~rt

of free discussion can benefit the eneyj. It is in this field -0,at

we cannmot rely entirely on the ozezat ions analyst. and scientist,

valuable as their contri~buzions may `-e. T17ere is a tremendou.s

x-esevo-ir of Dracticall exrerience irn the officer corns of the Army.

These men 'have a great deal to contrilhute., for sound doctrine and

organization can op-ly be achievedi tithrough the give and take of op~en
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discussion between ren witl different experiences and skills. It

Is z!e purpose of tLis article to stirrtlate this kind of discussicn.

In an article in the February issue of C0I'A? FORCES JO.6liAL,
remarkable for its clarity and insg4ý, Lloyd !Norman called attention

fto the darters and weaknesses of a national policy which emphasizes

sir 4%tric vowee at the expense of the ground forces and the navy.

Sone reaiers =a feel that he should have gone farther in stressing

--the inrlicattionz whtch the "massive retaliation" policy may have in

d iay when txe Sovie-t- Union has relatively equal air atomic
i

-aDanblitv. But it is not enough merely to set forth the perils of

-:resent trefds without svstuetically considering alternative

Ssrn-teades and policies and .wizhout offerLnE soNe idea of the

w ea po.ns systers i..ich are to i-,-mlement theml. One must do more than

warn aF&ir~st concludinpg that uground fighting is now outmoded" or th a

"_-cines caL never really rei~ace r=n on the battlefield." Sooner

or later one nust deal with the 64 dollar question: 1•hat preparations

V

t
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Uava % !mi are= beming maden *-r prepre the gr-nun' forne~s for

employment in the day of atomic plenty?

Mr. Norman's article gives his opinion of the time table

involved. He writes that in 1950, five years after Hiroshima,

"Army planners realized that atomic weapons and guided missiles

would change the nature of future warfare." Then, later in his

article, he suggests that it may be Y958 or 1960 "before the atomic

age infantry will appear." In otr=_ words a fifteen year delay may

have to be envisaged between the advent of atomic weapons and the
appearance of atomic age infantry. If this is to be the case, when

may we expect to have a doctrine for thie effective employment of

these forces and atomic weapons in ground operations?

In the March issue of COMa•AT FORCES JOUR1MAL, Walter Millis

raises Iurther questions about the wisdom of basing national policies

and strategy primarily on atomic weapons. He warns that they cannot

be considered as fully "conventional" in our ground forces until we

can reduce the artillery, armor and infantry components which hiither-

tof ore provided their =in source of fire, shock and staying power.

He questions the wisdom of hurrying atomic weapons into tactical use

by suggesting that in a period of Soviet inferiority in numbers of

atomic weapons, their employment by our side in the ground defense of

"Western Europe or some other vital area, may force the Soviet Union

to reply by expeending their smaller stockpile on American cities.

Thus he fears that an attempt to bring atomic weapons back to the

battlefield may merely Lnsure bringing then back to the cities. By

stressing the belief that in a symetrical atomic air and ground war,
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of the value of Soviet mranpower numbers.

After reading Mr. Millis's thought-provoking article, one Is

forced to ask the following questions: Unless it is able to employ

an atonic ground ca•_bility against a Soviet invasion by conventional

or atomic ground forces, especially at a tire when the Soviet U~ion

holds over the heads of Europe and America the blackmail threat of

atomic attacks on our cities, how is the West to defend itseif?.

If the American capability for waging strategic air war with

atomic weapons has exerted a poWerful deterrent effect on the So.iet

Union, may we not assume that a ground atomic capability would add

to this deterrence?

Atomic weapons, like the ai-plane and the ".%weather are here to

es stay. If we do not develop a ground atomic capability, we run the

risk that in ti-.-e the Soviet Union may do so. If we judge by their

ideology, objectives, and mast mt.hcds, this application of atomic

energy to war purposewould be "doing 'flhat comes naturally.0 Of what

use would mere numbers of soldiers and conventional eapons be in

the a-ce of this development?

After the advent of atomic weapons, emne should have anticipated

Of that our military periodicals would be filled with articles exploring

the i=lications of this development. This has hardly been the case.

Perhaps the Korean war, with its exclusive use of conventional weapons

has diverted attention away from the tactical employment of atomic

I weapons, and so added several years to the time lag involved in the

transfer to advanced weapons. If that is the case, it may turn out to
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- --- Coinnsts w.ll draw from the Korean war.

Be that as it may, the fact remains that comparatively few articles

have been written by milizary men on the tactical employment of

atomic weapons. Why is this? Why have ground force officers in

particular been slow to make their views and opinions nmown?

As Professor I. B. Holley, jr. has written:

"Even the most cursory survey of military history
substantiates the premise that superior weapons give
their users an advantage favoring victory. A somewhat
closer study of military history shows that new and
more effectiv6 weapons have generally been adopted
slowly in spite of their obvious advantages. Since
the character of modern weapons is such thac their
production as well as their use can dislocate wholeeconomies, it is probably not too =-ch to suggest that
the survival of entire_ cultures - y hinge upon an ability
to perfect superior weapons and exploit them fully."

In order for a weapon to attain its maxi-nm effectiveness three

things are necessary. Military leaders must recognize its capabi3,5ties

and potentialities, forces nust be adapted to employ it, and a doctrine

must be developed regarding its use. It would appear that although

we have or will have atomic weapons for tactical employment, we lack

forces adapted to their use and a doctrine covering their employment.

Here is where the active arlticipation of ground force officers and

men is reqeuired.

There are many understandable reasons why soldiers have teen

reluctant to "go out on a limb" in prinm about a zatter like the

employ-ment of atomic weapons in tactical operations. Since no one

knows what war wilI actually be like under these conditions, the

writer runs a certain amount of risk that his views may look bad in

retrospect. In earlier days one could offer official secrecy about
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-atomic weapons as an excuse for inaction, but that is hardly

spossble now. Enough literature is available and unclassified to
get at the essentials. To judge by the statements of President

Eisenhower and Gordon Dean, the day of atomic plenty is dawning if

not already here. Therefore no officer can at present pretend that

he does not have enough "facts" on hand to begin a study of the

effects of atozic weapons ou ground force operations.

The few books and articles written by ground force officers on

this subject in the Feriod from 1945-1954 show that they have

operated upon the assumption that very few atomic weapons would be

available for tactical operations after the requirements of strategic

air operations were met. ,his may have encouraged then to look upon

ee atomic weapons as just another limited addition to an already large

-ties arsenal at their disposal -- and not as a weapon which mright itself

trine revolutionize ground warfare. It may account for what on the surface

:h appears to be an effort to fit ato=-c weapons into existing ground

Lck ' force organization and doctrine with a minim-m dislocation. This is

nt. - the traditional way of arm.ed forces wIth new weapons and accounts at

id least in part for the astonishing time_ lag which has acco.-anied the

exploitation of new weapons in the past.

in the period of transition fro= high explosives to atomic

9weapons, there is a great danger that these new weapons will be farmed

out to existirg org.anizations and that the public will assume that

f this constitutes preparing for atomic war. One suspects that a

L strange herizaphrodite creature, half HZE and half atomic will emerge

having all the limitations of the former with only half the potentiality
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Rather than trying to save as much as possible of existing

institutions and organizations, it may be helpful for ground force

officers to hatmer out some kind of hard and detailed answers to

questions of the following kind:

1. How can targets be found and attacked -ith atomic weapons

by ground force organizations with the minimum delay?

2. What is the most advantageous size for a self-contained

combat unit which can utilize atomic weapons in a ground campaign?

3. What kind of specialized training will be required and

what kind of co•and structure can control the operation of many of

these units when widely dispersed or in rapid movement?

The limitations of a less drastic approach to the problem are

illustrated in the book recently written by Colonel G. C. Reinhardt

and Lt. Colonel W. R. Kintner entitled: Atomic Weapons in Land Combat.

While these officers deserve highest co=mendation for their pioneer

effort in this field, it suffers under the handicap of assuming that

the next war will be fought by World War Ii type organizations such

as regiments, battalions, and divisions, and that they m-y employ a

few atomic weapons now and then as weapons of opportunity along with

conventional types. The authors pay some attention to the need for

dispersion, concealment and mobility, but when the chips are dowin,

they speak primarily in terms of World War II experience. in their

efforts to reassure ground force readers that the problers of atomic

war can be mastered, tha, authors may have unintentionally conveyed a

misleading impression of the survival possibilities under atomic
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_t-t=t%1- nM ground force organizations employing World War II numbers,

weapons and logistics. They have also, perhaps unwittingly, h.!Iped
eto strengthen the existing inpression that atomic weapons are and will

continue to be low powered, very expensive, limited in numbers, and

Sdiff 
icu lt t o obtaii1.

ns The framework in which Reinhardt and Kintner foresee the

application of atomic weapons to ground force operations (p. 39) is

one in which they will be ised to perform tasks which cannot be

handled effectively by conventional weapons. The supply will be too

limited and these weapons will bee oo "valuable for expenditure on

of area targets or blanket interdic-ion." Need is seen (p. 55) for

specially-trained forces to service and deliver the weapons but our

,e main reliance must be placed on "many divisions backed by adequate

ýdt tactical airpower." Then, in a rather astonishing follow up (p. 56)

o.bat it is insisted that these "divisions must possess the -Mobility of

er cor.and, and the or=ganization and training to survive hostile atomic

hat P attacks." How is this to be achieved? Certainly not byy giving our

ch "div-isions" (p. 147) discipline and rmbility at least equal to that

a i. of the elite divisions of World War Ii.

ith Even if it were possible for an old fashioned division to

or survive in the day of atomic scarcity -- whicht is open to doubt --

their use on the battlefield in the day of atomic plenty would seem

ir • to invite disaster. One can only hope that Colonels Reinhardt and

Mic I Kintner will try their hands at writing a new book based on the

d a assuiption that atomic weapons will be plentiful enough in the future

to fight through an entire ground campaign without being forced to
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rely in any important way cn HE for fire and shock _power. Such an

effort might lead them to the conclusion that an entirely new type

ground cozbat organization is required. It night also force them to

work out a basic doctrine for the employment of atomic weapons in

land warfare, not as wear mn.: of opportunity, but as the main source

of shock power, not as something to exploit the power of the infantry

but as something Whose power the infantry night exploit.*

"When anyone gets to this point in a discussion of the implications

"of atomi-c weapons for the United States, Korea and Indo China are
A

mrentioned znd there. is an anvil chorus of objections all ending with

the refrain: we can't afford to dismantle our conventional military

organizations at this stage ond rely on an untried weapons system. -

One could list these objections -- and wnat i thirn: are fairly

convincing counter arguments if space were available -- but all this-J

rhetoric will not. alter the fact that a ;zeat tgechnological revolution

is pushing us in the direction of advanced weapons, wnether we like it

or not. We =_st consider tMae advantages as well as the risks involved.
As for relying on 'untried w:eapons," it is helpfdl to recall Bernard

Broiiets observativn that "all weamons are untried" as far as atonc

warfare is concerned.

'Mere are reasons to believe that the introduction of ato-i-c

ieawns into ground force operations wi offer advantages to the

United States and to our Allies. We have shown 1n the past a

remr;.able aptitude for solving the engineering and logistics problers

* it may be warth pointing out that the British Defen-se Ministry's
White Paper of February 1954, speaks of elploying conventional
forces to exploit atomic and advanced weapons rather than the other
way around.
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0A -UA-- wa& We d •e able to produce machines which would

give sn-al, well-trained atomic ground forces a mobility and radius

of action undreamed of in World War Ii. Such ground forces could

exert a fire or shock poDer dw7arfing that of army groups in •.arlier

days without being burdened by vast weights of high explosives. The

mobility and radius of action which could oe achieved by investing

this saving in weight in new machites for transporting men andI
Ssupplies cross-country should be_ great enough to revolutionize %ar

Dians. If we free ourselves from dependence on roads, rovement and

surprise will be restored to the battlefield. Being specialists in

Sconfuzion, we should not be the ones to worry if the old familiar

-;ar of lines disappears in the interaction of widely dispersed small

imits. We do not have to insist on wooden and rigid controls. We

i can t'rust our peoplel

Since no one knows what form r4d character ground force opera-

•tions will take in the day of atomic plenty, it is hig-ly desirable
that something be done to reduce the delay involved in findin oat.

in the absence of knowledge and lacking- the resources of the

operations analyst, one =st begin by resoming to speculation. This

speculative effort night well be divided into two phases. In the

first phase , an attempt should be made to establish the organizational

requirements of a ground combat unit capable of employing atomic

weapons and having in addition as sany of the followring capabilities

as possible: (1) rapid movement across terrain (2) air transport-

ability (3) maxim= dispersion and radius of action (4) operation

in a flankl-ess frontless war (5) expending its own atomic weapons
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with minimum. delay on air and zround targets in its area (6) close

cooperation with tactical air.

If all these capabilities cannot be built into a single new

oroganization, and it is unlikely that they can, then the best

compromise possible should be accepted. Once a cobat unit designed

exclusively for atomc operations has been devised, one can move to

the second phase during which efforts should be made to play frontless

and flankless camp .ns in nap exercises and war gares in the environ-

ment of atomic plenty. If nothing else presents itself one could

begin with Romel's campaigns of november 19Ll and June 1942 in the

"Western Desert. These exercises w'ould show, I think, the need for

a co=and structure which can keep track of a battle of confusion and

which will allow decisions to exzend atomic Tr. o 11_ zaSe at

the lowest echelon nossible. They miay also show" that a starz on the

tactical air support, problen cannot be rade until after the nature

of the ground force atomic units and the doctrines zovernin= their

employment have been -worked out.

Ground force officers should not be discouraged by the Magnitude

of the overall problem, frightening though it may seem. Fortunately

there are limited segments of the overall vrobler- which ry be

handled separately. Fortunately also they are in the general areas

in which the Urdted States has shown special s•kill in zhe wast. If

someone could, for exeriple, devise a target acquisition and fire

control system -dich would give our atomic co--hat units the capacity

to bring their shock Dower to bear on a target area a few minuwtes

faster than the enemy can, that alone dight decide the outcome of a
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4future canpaign -- or war. Sinilarly they rfection of a

ý conr-uxicatiorns svstem which would be 20 percent mre dependable,

faster than tbpt of the enemy, and impervious to counter measures,

imigh: have the same value. There is also the field of camouflage

=nd concealment, together with provisions for misleading the enemy

ias to the location of our on units.

Little is to be gained by dealing with the atomic weapons

Iproblem as if it were t'e principal cause for inter-service rivalries.-

ior is there much to be happy about in dwelling on the limitations

,of an air azomic strztegy, un-less the organization, equipment, a:.d

jioctrine exists for thee effective emplovinent of ato-nic weapons in

_ tactical overaftons. Above all it is not helpfsul to i,!y that one

,_zrate=-y or Srz of t-re service sorehow is ccnvinced that ren are not

portarst iný war. SOir -itston Churchil, after a lifetine of 3tiudy

";Lnd p~rticir.patio= iT~ rrilitary natters, sur~ed ur the zroblen whzenp

,,receiving the Chesney -3old Yedal fron the Royal United Service

,instil.tUtion in July 1950, he said:

S"Yoi c: not hel men who save had exue-rience and
handled rat-ers, after ten or fifteen years of Deace
! haTin rooted in their rnds the tron-- inoressions
-which they derived fr.-_ the actual conduct" of operations
in the field. That is of the ý!-reetest value because, in
the nain, wr consists of the sane tunes played týhru
the zres... Zut it is of the u-srost consecuence that,
besides cherislirn the fruits of experience, ever-yonets
mind s7hould ;-e oven rto the ceaseless and a-lnost baffling

I = = = , =• = . - --.-•
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rapidity of the changes which seienue iS -0
into the whole field of war, into every aspect of it...

"Above all we have this intruder -- the air, which
has shoved its way in and continues to push forward in
all directions...until a lot of people begin to think i
that there is only one pebble on the beach. That would
be going too far because I am quite sure of this, that
when all modern science has been exploited and employed,
and when all the worst that can be done has been done in
some terrible encounter, which pray God may never occur,
but if it should be so. still the life of nations will
depend on the spirit. the courage of their race and of
their men and wozen... /-#hifs/ -i! be the final decider
of the life of nations, whether in a civilized or a
barbaric world."

Since nothing clarifies ideas more effectively than an azternz

to set then forth in writing, it is to be hoped that a number of

ground force officers and men will express their ideas an print abouf

the problers of ground atodc operations. That is the way Vhat

weapons, organization and doctrine have evolved in the past. As

M!r. orman correctly indicated: "the Ar=y can offer no glittering

promises in the dirty business of war," but it can smeed the day

when alternative atomic strategies end zolicies may be pcssible. I-t

can do t'his best baalyzing_ aidzation a d

doctrine of ground forces in the day of atomic plenty.

I


